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THE LOCALISED
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
GOALS

PREAMBLE

On 17 September 2019,  just  under 100

development pract i t ioners,

academics,  and captains of  industry

met in Johannesburg South Afr ica in

a bid to charter a new course for CSI

in South Afr ica.  One of the aims was

to develop South Afr ica’s very f i rst

CSI  development agenda,  under the

banner ‘The Local ised Sustainable

Goals ’ .

The Local ised Sustainable Goals are

a narrowing down of the United

Nations’  Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs) ,  which establ ish the

standards for governments to

achieve a better and more

sustainable future for al l .  

 

They address the global challenges

the world faces,  including poverty,

inequal i ty ,  cl imate change,

environmental  degradat ion,

prosperity,  and peace and just ice.

In South Afr ica,  the SDGs are far  from

being achieved.  As an industry,  CSI

plays a cr i t ical  role and can do a

great deal  to see these goals

real ised.  

The problem, for many,  is  that while

the goals are noble,  attainable and

crucial  for  a just  and sustainable

future,  they are broad.  I t  fal ls  to

specif ic industr ies to translate these

goals into manageable,  do-able

chunks that al l  can understand and

contr ibute to.

For the CSI  sector ,  this means re-

interpret ing them as the Local ised

Sustainable  Goals .
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THE
OUTCOME
C I T I Z E N ' S  A G E N D A

On 17 September 2019, NGOs and

funders met to dialogue around this

concept. The challenges are huge, but

when they are formulated as specific

goals, they have the power to unite

efforts and raise the standard of the

development work     conducted by

corporates and their NGO

partners.

It was agreed at this forum

that the name of our CSI industry-

specific Localised Sustainable Goals is

The Citizen’s Agenda.

DISCIPL INE
ENGAGE &
REWARD
THE CITIZENS’ AGENDA

At this stage, The Citizen’s Agenda is

broad. It encompasses both a mindset

or a heart attitude, and a set of specific

goals to which corporates engaged in

CSI may subscribe – and may help

determine, since the field is still open

for discussion.

Writing a successful proposal can be

made easier through the development

of a proposal checklist that contains the

necessary standardized information that

is typically contained in 80% of all of

your sales proposals. This makes it

much easier for the proposal writer to

build a shell and then research the

roughly missing 20%. 

For example, the Company Name,

Mission Statement, History,

Qualifications should remain the same

for most proposals leaving the Pricing

section and specific Product and

Service options specific to the customer

to be customized for the current target

customer.
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THE
PROPOSED
NAME
Charlene Lackay, group CSI Manager for

Momentum Metropolitan Group, points to

the fact that for corporates, CSI needs to

start with their own employees:

‘I’ve had in mind something akin to the

Citizens’ Agenda for a while. Some

corporates have 30 000 plus employees. All

of them are citizens. They come from their

homes, wherever that may be, by whatever

means of transport they have and there are

certain things that frustrate and challenge

them as individuals

They are challenged by the insecurity they

feel in their homes, by unemployment within

the family, by failing education standards for

their children, by lack of time to do the

things they need to do. We need to ask

ourselves what we are doing to enable them

to become active citizens – to fully claim

their space as citizens.’

"Quality means
doing it right
when no one is
watching." -
Henry Ford

INTERDEPENDENT GOALS

A second point of departure is that the goals

of the Citizens Agenda need to be

formulated in a way that recognises their

interdependence.   Currently, 80% of funders

channel their funding into education, leaving

connected sectors high and  dry. Education

cannot be separated from nutrition,

transport, family wellness, unemployment or

environmental concerns, all of which impact

upon a sense of wellbeing and an ability to

learn.

A UNITED INDUSTRY

In addition, the reality underlying all

corporate CSI efforts is that there is a

massive disconnect between the many

programmes attempting to tackle South

Africa’s pressing issues.  We lack a common,

properly formulated goal, broken down into

areas of endeavor and geographical

locations; as a result, we get duplications,

failures born of ignorance, and programmes

aiming for almost opposite ends.   

The Citizen’s Agenda is premised on the idea
that employees and their families are our first
responsibility when it comes to social
investment. 


